ABB’s PCS100 Active Voltage Conditioner (AVC) is protecting industry applications from voltage sags and swells. To date, ABB’s PCS100 power protection portfolio (including the PCS100 UPS-I) has supplied over 700 MVA to protect some of the world’s leading organizations. Covering applications from computer rooms through to large data centers and complete industrial plant protection, ABB has the voltage conditioning technology for every need. From a few kVA to applications of many MVA and a wide range of supply voltages.

ABB has supplied 20 x 900 kVA and 2 x 1500 kVA PCS100 AVCs to SK Hynix, a preeminent player in the memory chip industry. Based in Korea, SK Hynix successfully produces semiconductors that have fuelled growth of the IT industry, not only in Korea but the world over. With a total of 22 PCS100 AVCs protecting the M12 12 inch wafer fabrication line, SK Hynix’s facility can run smoothly without any power outages, reducing production loss and increasing turnover.

IT devices like smartphones and tablets become more pervasive as new imaginative and innovative IT products continue to grab imagination and “desires” of consumers. More innovative IT devices such as the smart car, keyboard and surface computers without a mouse, will enlarge the range and demand of the semiconductor. Due to this ever increasing demand, SK Hynix’s M12 production line will produce both DRAM and NAND Flash to help cope with the rapidly changing of future markets and to maintain production flexibility. Here, ABB’s PCS100 AVCs will provide reliability by operating at an efficiency rate exceeding 98 percent.

ABB and SK Hynix have a past relationship, with SK Hynix using ABB’s technology to protect their many production lines from voltage disturbances including the M11 production line. Now called the M12 production line, it is an extension of the M11 and M8 lines. With the completion of the M12 line, it can produce up to 40,000 of the 300-millimeter wafers on a monthly basis.
Other customer’s that ABB has provided PCS100 AVCs to are Toshiba Mobile Display (TDM), one of the leading manufacturers of middle to small sized thin-film transistor liquid crystal modules. In the future, TDM predicts ABB will provide them with power protection technology as highlighted by Mr. Yoshiyuki Iida (TMD’s Group Manager, Manufacturing Group, New Clean room Promotion Dept), “We are also looking forward to communicating with your team to exchange technical information on your wide range of portfolio”.

Leading industry organizations seek to utilize PCS100 AVCs technology because it is a battery free solution. This leads to less maintenance costs, along with sag and swell protection and continuous voltage regulation.

To find out more about ABB’s power protection solutions:
Web: www.abb.com/ups
Email: powerconditioning@abb.com